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Abstract: Floods are a complex phenomenon that are difficult to predict because of their non-linear
and dynamic nature. Therefore, flood prediction has been a key research topic in the field of hydrology.
Various researchers have approached this problem using different techniques ranging from physical
models to image processing, but the accuracy and time steps are not sufficient for all applications. This
study explores deep learning techniques for predicting gauge height and evaluating the associated
uncertainty. Gauge height data for the Meramec River in Valley Park, Missouri was used to develop
and validate the model. It was found that the deep learning model was more accurate than the
physical and statistical models currently in use while providing information in 15 minute increments
rather than six hour increments. It was also found that the use of data sub-selection for regularization
in deep learning is preferred to dropout. These results make it possible to provide more accurate and
timely flood prediction for a wide variety of applications, including transportation systems.
Keywords: deep learning; flood; uncertainty estimation; gauge height prediction; transportation

1. Introduction
Floods frequently cause serious damage to various infrastructure and socioeconomic systems
elements resulting in significant economic losses, both direct and indirect [1]. River flow has a complex
behavior that is dependent on soil properties, land usage, climate, river basin, snowfall, and other
geophysical elements [2]. It is crucial to predict floods accurately and develop the resultant flood
mapping to prepare for the emergency response [3]. Currently, it is a prominent research topic in
predicting natural hazards and risk management [4]. The most common types of prediction models
are based on physical, statistical, and computational intelligence/deep learning algorithms.
A physical model consists of mathematical equations used to describe the physical behavior
and interactions of the multiple components involved in a process. Various physical models have
been developed for predicting rainfall [5] and surface water flow [6–8]. Further, a comprehensive
physical model for coastal flooding using parallel computing was developed [9]. These models are data
intensive and difficult to generalize complex problems. Because of the nature of the flood prediction
problem and the assumptions involved in the physical models, they sometimes fail to make accurate
predictions [10]. However, the ability of physical models to predict various hydrological events
has improved through advanced simulations [11–13] and hybrid models [14]. Frameworks such as
Hybridizing Bayesian and variational data, and a priori generation of computational grids have shown
to improve the real-time estimation and forecasting [15,16].
Statistical models leverage historical data to identify underlying patterns for predicting future
states. A wide range of algorithms have been used for flood modeling, including multiple linear
regression (MLR), autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and a hybrid least squares
support vector machine regression (LS-SVM) [17–19]. However, these models do not scale well and
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with the increase in size and complexity of the data available in recent years are difficult to use.
Statistical models also need many years of historical data to capture the seasonal variations to make
accurate long-term predictions [20].
Computational intelligence techniques, such as deep learning (DL), can overcome the difficulties
with scale and complexity. When applied to machine learning, these techniques can handle complexity
and non-linearity without needing to understand the underlying processes. Compared to physical
models, computational intelligence models are faster, require fewer computational resources, and have
better performance [21]. Recently, computation intelligence models have been shown to outperform
statistical and physical methods for flood modeling and prediction [22,23]. Classification and time
series prediction are promising flood modeling techniques within machine learning, but have not
been explored.
Some classification techniques used for flood forecasting are artificial neural networks (ANNs) [24]
and fuzzy-neuro systems [25]. Classification of floods with these computational intelligence algorithms
involves manually extracting features from time-series data, whereas the numerous layers in deep
learning algorithms make it possible to identify patterns and trends in non-linear data without
preprocessing. Long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) are a popular technique for modeling
sequential data as the architecture allows the capture of long-term temporal dynamics to increase
performance. LSTM models have been used for the prediction of various hydrological events, including
precipitation [26] and surface runoff [27]. LSTMs have shown better performance when compared
to gated recurrent neural networks and wavelet neural networks for multi-step ahead time-series
prediction of sewage outflow [28]. It was also observed that LSTMs can capture long-term dependencies
between inputs and outputs for rainfall runoff prediction [29].
Reliable and accurate time series prediction can help in effectively planning for disaster
management and emergency relief. The major challenge for accuracy is the uncertainty that arises
from a wide range of factors that affect the process being modeled. LSTM networks have been proven
to capture nonlinear feature interactions, which can be useful for predicting complex processes and
events [30,31]. Bayesian neural networks have been used to examine uncertainty in computational
intelligence prediction, using a distribution for weights instead of point estimates. This is done by
initially assigning a prior distribution to the model parameters and then calculating the posterior
distribution after running the model. The number of parameters in a deep learning neural network
and the associated non-linearity makes it difficult to estimate the posterior distribution [32]. A few
different approaches for evaluating the inference for Bayesian neural networks were proposed
including stochastic search [33], stochastic gradient variational Bayes (SGVB) [34], probabilistic
back-propagation [35], the use of dropout [36], and α-divergence optimization [37,38]. The objective is
to introduce an error in the model which when repeated several times can predict an interval that can
capture most of the possibilities for the future. Representing this uncertainty is important when dealing
with flood events because of the high level of stochasticity in the elements of the hydrological ecosystem.
The Meramec River at the intersection of Route 141 and Interstate I-44 at Valley Park, St. Louis
County, MO was selected for this research. This location experiences heavy traffic flow [39] and
has been impacted by flood events in recent years. The gauge height predictions at this location are
developed by the advanced hydrologic prediction service (AHPS), managed by the National Weather
Service (NWS), and are provided on the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) website. These predictions are
based on a physical model, developed from digital elevation maps, weather, and other geophysical
properties of the given region. These predictions are 6 hours apart and are not useful for transportation
networks. Further, physical models cannot be generalized and have to be developed from scratch for
each new region. Therefore, there is an opportunity to develop a model with improved prediction time
period, accuracy, and generalizability.
The objective of the study is to develop a methodology to predict gauge height and the uncertainty
associated with the prediction. The proposed model is data driven and uses historical gauge height
data from 15 May 2016 5 PM onward until 1 September 2019 4 PM for the Meramec River in Valley
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One shortcoming of traditional neural networks is that they cannot retain temporal information.
One shortcoming of traditional neural networks is that they cannot retain temporal information.
To account for this shortcoming recurrent neural networks (RNN) were introduced. This network
To account for this shortcoming recurrent neural networks (RNN) were introduced. This network
consists of loops that help in retaining information from previous time steps.
consists of loops that help in retaining information from previous time steps.
A simple representation of a recurrent neural network can be seen in the Figure 1. At a given time
A simple representation of a recurrent neural network can be seen in the Figure 1. At a given
“I,” the network makes a prediction (yi) based on the input data (Xi) in a loop and the information
time “I,” the network makes a prediction (yi) based on the input data (Xi) in a loop and the
is passed from the previous steps to the current steps. The information from the first time step is
information is passed from the previous steps to the current steps. The information from the first time
passed to the next time step and so on. This structure can make this algorithm effective for time series
step is passed to the next time step and so on. This structure can make this algorithm effective for
forecasting. The input vector (X0) consists of inputs x0, x1, . . . .xm where “m” is known as the lookback.
time series forecasting. The input vector (X0) consists of inputs x0, x1, ….xm where “m” is known as
In other words, RNN looks at the past “m” data samples to make prediction for the current time step.
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Therefore, as the steps increases, the information diminishes.
in the long term. Therefore, as the steps increases, the information diminishes.

Figure 1. Recurrent neural network.
Figure 1. Recurrent neural network.

Gauge height prediction is a time-series forecasting problem that uses data for the past (n − 1)
Gauge height prediction is a time-series forecasting problem that uses data for the past (n − 1)
time steps to predict the gauge height for the nth step. Based on the literature review, we observed the
time steps to predict the gauge height for the nth step. Based on the literature review, we observed
increasing affinity toward using deep learning techniques for complicated problems, especially LSTM
the increasing affinity toward using deep learning techniques for complicated problems, especially
networks when working with time series forecasting.
LSTM networks when working with time series forecasting.
Deep learning is an advanced form of a neural networks that uses an increased number of layers
Deep learning is an advanced form of a neural networks that uses an increased number of layers
and layer types to better model complex systems and interactions. Traditional neural networks cannot
and layer types to better model complex systems and interactions. Traditional neural networks
retain temporal information, so recurrent neural networks were introduced where previous time step
cannot retain temporal information, so recurrent neural networks were introduced where previous
information is used. LSTMs are a deep learning version of recurrent neural networks that are capable
time step information is used. LSTMs are a deep learning version of recurrent neural networks that
of retaining longer term information. LSTM cells remove or add information regulated by the use of
are capable of retaining longer term information. LSTM cells remove or add information regulated
gates along with vector addition and multiplication to change the data.
by the use of gates along with vector addition and multiplication to change the data.
The input vector for the model is defined as X = {x1 , . . . .xn } and output vector, Y = {y1 , . . . ..,yn }.
The input vector for the model is defined as X = {x1,….xn} and output vector, Y = {y1,…..,yn}. The
The gates consist of a sigmoid neural network layer and a point wise multiplication operator. A value
gates consist of a sigmoid neural network layer and a point wise multiplication operator. A value of
of one indicates letting through all data while a value of zero does not allow any of the data to be used.
one indicates letting through all data while a value of zero does not allow any of the data to be used.
The first gate layer (the “forget” gate layer, represented in “yellow” in Figure 2) takes output from the
The first gate layer (the “forget” gate layer, represented in “yellow” in Figure 2) takes output from
the previous step (yt − 1) and current input (xt) and outputs a value between 0 and 1, indicating how
much information is to be passed on. The output from the “forget” gate is represented by ft in
Equation (2), where matrices U and W contain weights and recurrent connections respectively.
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previous step (yt − 1 ) and current input (xt ) and outputs a value between 0 and 1, indicating how much
information is to be passed on. The output from the “forget” gate is represented by ft in Equation (2),
where matrices U and W contain weights and recurrent connections respectively.
ft = σ(xt Uf + yt − 1 Wf )
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2.2. Performamnce Metrics
Mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean square error (RMSE) are the different statistical
measures used to quantify the capabilities of the prediction models. MAE represents the average of
all the errors between individual predictions ( y ) and observation data (yi) values and RMSE
measures square root of the mean of the squared errors. Lower values indicate a better model fit for
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2.2. Performamnce Metrics
Mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean square error (RMSE) are the different statistical
measures used to quantify the capabilities of the prediction models. MAE represents the average of all
the errors between individual predictions (ŷi ) and observation data (yi ) values and RMSE measures
square root of the mean of the squared errors. Lower values indicate a better model fit for the data for
both the metrics. With RMSE, the errors are squared before the average, therefore, prioritizes larger
errors. In situations where larger differences can affect the model, RMSE can be a better evaluation
measure, otherwise MAE is more appropriate.
s

Pn 
i=1

RMSE =

yi − ŷi

2

n
Pn

MAE =

i=1

ŷi − yi
n

(8)

(9)

2.3. Uncertainty Modeling
For inputs X = {x1 , . . . .xn } and outputs Y = {y1 , . . . ..,yn }, the resulting function developed by the
forecasting algorithm is given by Y = fω (X), where “ω” represents the parameters of the algorithm. In
this case, “ω” represents the weights and bias of the LSTM network. With Bayesian modeling, a prior
distribution of the model parameters p(ω) is assumed. The corresponding likelihood distribution is
defined by p(y|x, ω ). A posterior distribution is then evaluated after observing the data using Bayes’
theorem as given in Equation (10).
p(ω|X, Y) =

p( Y|X , ω) p(ω)
p(Y X)

(10)

The most probable output parameters given our input data is calculated using Equation (10). The
output prediction interval for a new input(x*) can then be calculated by integrating the output (y* ) on
all the values of “ω” [36].
Z
p(y*|x*,X,Y) =
p(y*| fω (x*), ω) p(ω|X,Y) dω
(11)
This integration is known as marginal likelihood estimation. This can be performed on simpler
forecasting models, but as the number of parameters increases, it becomes computationally expensive.
In such situations, an effective approximation technique is required. A probabilistic interpretation
of deep learning models can be developed by inferring the distribution over the model’s weights.
Variational inference is the approximation technique used to make the posterior calculation tractable.
Dropout is one of the most popular regularization techniques used for approximation of Bayesian
inference [36].
The uncertainty in Bayesian neural networks comes from the variation in model parameters. With
dropout and other regularization techniques, noise is applied in the input or feature space, either
adding noise directly to the inputs or dropping out values in the network layers. This noise can be
transformed from feature space to parameter space.
To estimate the uncertainty in prediction for input X, the forecasting process with variation
is repeated several times (T). The average of these predictions is used to calculate the uncertainty.
The posterior mean (m) and uncertainty (c) are given by the Equations (12) and (13), where fi (x) represents
the network in each iteration and “p” represents the prior distribution of the network parameters.
m=

1 XT i
f
i=0 (x)
T

(12)
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1 XT i
[f − p]2
(13)
i=0 (x)
T
Stochastic regularization techniques are used to estimate Bayesian inference. In this research, a
technique with random data sub-sequencing is introduced for uncertainty estimation. This proposed
methodology has the advantage of not using dropout or introducing error to the inputs. For each
iteration, a subset (X = xm, . . . .., xn ) of the original training data (X = x1, . . . .., xn ) is selected. The value of
“m” or the starting point of the subset is randomly generated from a set of values, a larger range of
these values results in a larger variation allowing for the control of the uncertainty estimates. Finally,
the three different techniques adding input noise, dropout and data sub-selection are compared to
identify the better model for this problem.
c=

2.4. Quality of Uncertainty
Uncertainty area, empirical coverage and the mean performance metrics are used to compare
Water
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Figure 4. Gauge height data used for training and testing.
Figure 4. Gauge height data used for training and testing.

3. Results
In this research three evaluations are presented: (1) Developing and comparison of statistical and
deep learning models for gauge height prediction, (2) evaluating the effect of dropout on the LSTM
performance, and (3) comparison of different uncertainty estimation techniques. To ensure a relevant
comparison, the validation of the models is also presented.
3.1. Comparison of Statistical and Deep Learning for Gauge Height Prediction
ARIMA and an LSTM were compared to identify the best methodology for flood prediction.
The 15-minute interval gauge height data at the considered location was available starting 19 May
2016. Therefore, for the model to capture the temporal dynamics and patterns, 80% of the gauge height
data was used for training (19 May 2016, 5 PM–4 January 2019, 4:15 PM) and the remaining 20% for
testing (4 January 2019, 4:30 PM–1 September 2019, 4 PM). “Out of sample” predictions are obtained
from 1 September 2019 6 PM to 3 September 2019 12 AM. The parameters of the algorithms are tuned,
trained, and tested to evaluate the performance of different algorithms.
ARIMA is a regression model, and all regression models are based on the assumption that the
values in the data set are independent of each other. When using regression for time series prediction,
it is important to make sure that the data is stationary, meaning that the statistical properties such as
variance do not change with time. In ARIMA, “AR” refers to the “autoregressive” component, which
is the lag of the stationary series, moving average (MA) captures the lags of the forecast errors and “I”
represents the order of differentiation to make the series stationary. The Dickey Fuller test was used to
verify that the time-series data were stationary. The resultant p-value for the gauge height data was
lower than 0.01 and the test static was −8.527531, thereby allowing us to reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that the data is stationary.
The ARIMA (p, d, q) is the model used in this research, where “p” is the autoregressive component,
“d” is the number of non-seasonal differences to make the series stationary, and “q” represents the
moving average term. Different values of p, d, and q are tested and the results as shown in Table 1.
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) are used to evaluate the
performance of the different configurations of “p,” ”d,” and “q” [41]. The (p, d, q) values are generated
using the Python library “pmdarima.” The model with parameters of (1, 1, 3) gives the lowest AIC and
BIC values making it the best choice to compare with the LSTM.
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Table 1. Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) parameter selection results.
Parameters

AIC

BIC

(0,1,1)
(0,1,0)
(1,1,0)
(2,1,2)
(1,1,2)
(2,1,1)
(3,1,2)
(2,1,3)
(1,1,3)
(0,1,3)
(1,1,4)
(0,1,2)
(0,1,4)
(2,1,4)

−258,152.156
−248,137.561
−266,952.850
−303,596.995
−303,594.450
−303,212.512
−303,479.822
−303,605.067
−303,607.796
−278,432.067
−303,601.785
−270,281.324
−283,568.922
−303,603.607

−258,123.893
−248,118.719
−266,924.587
−303,540.467
−303,547.344
−303,165.405
−303,413.873
−303,539.118
−303,551.268
−278,384.961
−303,535.836
−270,243.639
−283,512.394
−303,528.236

The final architecture for the LSTM is selected through a parameter sweep in Python using the
deep learning library, “keras” Different configurations of the architecture elements such as number of
hidden layers, width of the hidden layers (number of neurons), batch size, activation functions, and
optimizers were tested using “grid search” and “trial and error” approaches. The best performing
architecture, which specifies the shape of the output generated, is shown in Table 2. The look back
for the model is “90,” meaning it looks at the past 90 values to predict the 91st value. The input layer
consisting of 90 neurons takes the input and passes the output onto the layer, which consists of 20
neurons. The output from the LSTM layer was passed onto the dense layer generating a single output,
which is the 91st value or the forecast generated by the model. The other parameters were batch size of
60 and “adam” as the optimizer. The final model consists of 120,501 trainable parameters repeated for
100 epochs.
Table 2. LSTM architecture.
Layers

Output

Input Layer
LSTM Layer
Dense Layer
Forecasts

(None,1,90)
(None,20)
(None,1)
1

The error in the two prediction methods for the test data are shown in Table 3. Once trained, both
the ARIMA and LSTM models were used to make predictions starting at 6 PM on 1 September until 12
AM 3 September. Figure 5 and Table 4 show that the LSTM model performs better at predicting gauge
height when compared to ARIMA.
Table 3. Testing data for LSTM and ARIMA.
Model

RMSE

MAE

ARIMA
LSTM

2.0813
1.9558

1.9442
1.7010

Table 3. Testing data for LSTM and ARIMA.
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Model

RMSE

MAE

ARIMA

2.0813

1.9442

LSTM

1.9558

1.7010
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Table 4. Root mean square error and mean absolute error results of LSTM and ARIMA on “Out of
Table 4. Root mean square error and mean absolute error results of LSTM and ARIMA on “Out of
sample” predictions.
sample” predictions.

Model

Model

ARIMA
ARIMA LSTM

LSTM

RMSE

MAE

0.8722
0.8722
0.3316

0.6732
0.2595 0.6732

0.3316

0.2595

RMSE

MAE

3.2. Effect of Dropout on Model Performance
3.2. Effect of Dropout on Model Performance
Monte Carlo dropout is one of the several regularization techniques used to avoid overfitting
and
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Table 5. LSTM performance with variation in dropout.
Model

RMSE

MAE

Without dropout

0.1965

0.1216
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Table 5. LSTM performance with variation in dropout.
Model

RMSE

MAE

Without dropout
Dropout—0.2
Dropout—0.4
Dropout—0.6
Dropout—0.8

0.1965
0.5585
0.8825
1.6377
2.6855

0.1216
0.2817
0.4082
0.8777
1.6808

3.3. Uncertainty Estimation
Three different uncertainty estimation techniques were used to analyze the data: data sub-selection,
noise, and dropout. Several ranges for data sub-selection were tested, and a range of (S/1000, S/2)
performed best and so was used, where S represents the total length of the training data was used to
identify the best range for this problem. Ranges of values from (0.1 to 0.8) were used for the dropout
layer and a normal distribution of mean “0” and variance between “0.01” and “0.1” for noise were
tested. Total of 200 simulations were performed for each model. The final parameters chosen for
the models are 0.2 for dropout, a range of +/− 0.1 for noise, and (S/100, 2/2) for data sub-selection.
The confidence intervals for dropout are shown in Figure 7, the noise results are given in Figure 8,
and the data sub-selection results are given in Figure 9. Each prediction has a certain degree of error
associated with it and these predictions used to make further predictions as the model continues to
run. As more predictions are made using more predicted values rather than true data points, these
error are propagated and build up to cause more uncertainty. This can be seen as an increase in the
error
corresponding
loss of accuracy, observed from the Figures 7–11. The three different
Waterbounds
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Figure 8. Out of sample prediction uncertainty estimation with “noise.”
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The uncertainty estimation results are as shown in Table 6. The corresponding RMSE, MAE, and
uncertainty area are evaluated based on the predicted mean values, which are represented in “blue”
in the Figures 7–9.
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Table 6. Comparison of uncertainty estimation techniques.
Model

RMSE

MAE

Uncertainty Area

Dropout
Noise
Data sub-selection

3.4672
3.6540
3.5430

2.3763
2.5444
2.7603

2703.8913
3039.4859
1376.0500

All the models have similar RMSE and MAE values, however; there is a significant difference in
the area under the 95% prediction interval. The range of uncertainty values increases with time for
all the models. Data sub-selection has the smallest uncertainty area, followed by dropout, and then
random noise. The mean predictions for dropout are slightly better than the other models. The range
of predictions for 3 September, 12 AM from the three different models are (−9, 29) for dropout, (−12,
33) for noise, and (0, 21) for data sub-selection. While dropout has a slight benefit in accuracy, the
data sub-selection model has a much smaller uncertainty area.
3.4. Model Validation

Figure 10. Forecasts with uncertainty estimations.

Figure 10. Forecasts with uncertainty estimations.

For validation, the LSTM model trained with the May 2016–September 2019 data was used to
predict the gauge height for the Meramec River at Valley Park, MO from 6 AM on 12 December 2019
until 7 PM on 13 December 2019. The predictions are shown in Figure 10. During this period, the
gauge height is stationary and the model was able to capture all the data values within the 95%
confidence interval using data sub-selection method.

Figure 10. Forecasts with uncertainty estimations.
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Figure 11. Forecasts of river level with uncertainty with increasing gauge.

Figure
11. Forecasts
of river
level
with uncertainty
increasing gauge.
The uncertainty
estimation
results
are as
shown
in Table 6. with
The corresponding
RMSE, MAE, and
uncertainty area are evaluated based on the predicted mean values, which are represented in “blue” in
The mean prediction for a day ahead into the future shows a deviation of approximately 2 ft.
the Figures 7–9.
and a 95% confidence interval range of 8 ft for scenario 1. Further, the model was used to generate
the forecasts when the gauge
is increasing
and theestimation
corresponding
results can be seen in Figure
Table 6.height
Comparison
of uncertainty
techniques.
11. The predicted mean during validation shows little deviation from the actual data, showing the
Model
RMSE
MAE
Areathe above figure
capability of the model
for real time gauge
height predictions.
The Uncertainty
lead-time from
can be observed toDropout
be 1 day and 1 hour.
The model2.3763
gives the flexibility
to adjust the lead-time.
3.4672
2703.8913
Noise
3.6540
2.5444
3039.4859
Therefore, it provides the ability to modify according to the corresponding user’s requirements.
Data sub-selection

3.5430

2.7603

1376.0500

4. Discussion
All
thelearning
models models
have similar
RMSE
MAE values,that
however;
there
is activation
a significant
difference
in
Deep
are based
onand
the assumption
the layers
and
function
would
the
area
under
the
95%
prediction
interval.
The
range
of
uncertainty
values
increases
with
time
for
be able to capture the seasonality and trend within the data. Gauge height prediction is a complex
all
the models.
Data
has the
area, followed
by dropout,
and then
problem
as it is
an sub-selection
observation from
ansmallest
intricateuncertainty
system consisting
of weather
and geophysical
random
noise.
The
mean
predictions
for
dropout
are
slightly
better
than
the
other
models.
The
elements. Obtaining all the information is data intensive and in most situations, the data range
is not
of predictions for 3 September, 12 AM from the three different models are (−9, 29) for dropout, (−12,
33) for noise, and (0, 21) for data sub-selection. While dropout has a slight benefit in accuracy, the data
sub-selection model has a much smaller uncertainty area.
3.4. Model Validation
For validation, the LSTM model trained with the May 2016–September 2019 data was used to
predict the gauge height for the Meramec River at Valley Park, MO from 6 AM on 12 December 2019
until 7 PM on 13 December 2019. The predictions are shown in Figure 10. During this period, the gauge
height is stationary and the model was able to capture all the data values within the 95% confidence
interval using data sub-selection method.
The mean prediction for a day ahead into the future shows a deviation of approximately 2 ft. and a
95% confidence interval range of 8 ft for scenario 1. Further, the model was used to generate the forecasts
when the gauge height is increasing and the corresponding results can be seen in Figure 11. The
predicted mean during validation shows little deviation from the actual data, showing the capability of
the model for real time gauge height predictions. The lead-time from the above figure can be observed
to be 1 day and 1 hour. The model gives the flexibility to adjust the lead-time. Therefore, it provides
the ability to modify according to the corresponding user’s requirements.
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4. Discussion
Deep learning models are based on the assumption that the layers and activation function would
be able to capture the seasonality and trend within the data. Gauge height prediction is a complex
problem as it is an observation from an intricate system consisting of weather and geophysical elements.
Obtaining all the information is data intensive and in most situations, the data is not available,
inconsistent, or available only for a short period. Therefore, deep learning prediction model is an ideal
solution for such problems.
The LSTM was able to predict gauge height more accurately than ARIMA or physics-based models
currently used by the USGS, likely because of its ability to capture long-term temporal dynamics.
Because of the large time frame considered in the data set, the LSTM is better designed to capture small
variation in the predictions than the ARIMA model. The moving average used by the ARIMA model
seems to discourage variation, making the ARIMA model less able to capture the rapid change in
water level found in the out of sample data. One of the challenges with predictions from deep learning
models is the uncertainty quantification. This can be addressed by comparing the uncertainty estimates
from different regularization techniques. Dropout is explored as a method for regulating the LSTM
model, but a direct relationship between the error and the dropout value was found, showing that in
this application dropout did not perform well. The data sub-selection method was shown to provide a
better performance when used in Bayesian inferencing. Data sub-selection led to less uncertainty than
both the dropout method and the random noise method. The predicted gauge heights were validated
by comparing the results of the uncertainty analysis to the actual values recorded at this location from
12 December 2019 6 AM until 13 December 2019 7 AM using the same model architecture as was used
for dropout testing and the uncertainty analysis. This demonstrates that the LSTM model can be used
with dropout and other uncertainty estimation techniques to improve the architecture and reduce the
prediction uncertainty.
River gauge height is currently used by USGS for flood inundation mapping, but inconsistency in
the data available at different locations is a challenge. Many sites are operated by different organizations,
resulting in variation in the type of data (weather data, gauge height, and discharge) and the time step
for the data recordings. For example, two gauges in Saint Louis, the one on Meramec river in Valley
Park, MO and the another one in downtown Saint Louis in the Mississippi river, are both operated by
the United States Army Corps of Engineers–St. Louis District but have recordings time steps of 15
minutes and 1 hour respectively. This inconsistency results in the need to train the model for each
gauge separately. The methodology presented here can identify the appropriate model in less time and
with fewer resources.
The objective of the research was to develop a methodology to predict gauge height more accurately
and develop an uncertainty measure to identify the quality of those predictions. The uncertainty
interval can be controlled by regulating the variability being introduced to the data or the model. It
should be noted that the model architecture was not changed when introducing these variations. This
was done to show that existing models could be used to develop uncertainty estimates. We can further
improve the estimates by optimizing the model architecture for each variation.
In the context of floods, accurate gauge height predictions can be used to develop the relevant flood
mapping and identify the possible damage in the future. This can be helpful for emergency response
and other applications to preemptively relocate people, close roads, and take other precautionary
measures to save lives. The 3-dimensional digital elevations models published by the USGS can be
used to develop the flood mapping for a given region using software such as ArcGIS and QGIS based
on the gauge height predictions generated by the current model. The USGS recently published “Flood
Inundation Mapper” (FIM), a tool that provides this type of flood mapping for a given region for a
given gauge height. There are a limited number of locations currently included in FIM (Figure 12), but
new regions are being added every month. As this resource becomes more available, it can become
a useful tool to be integrated along with the gauge height prediction to generate the future flood
mapping for a given region.
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One of the major reasons for deaths during floods is that people underestimating the amount
One of the major reasons for deaths during floods is that people underestimating the amount of
of water and driving into the flooded roads. The use of this method for flood prediction not only
water and driving into the flooded roads. The use of this method for flood prediction not only gives
gives a more accurate prediction, but also provides gauge height prediction at a smaller interval than
a more accurate prediction, but also provides gauge height prediction at a smaller interval than
currently being used. This methodology can be integrated with road network models to identify the
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